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Encyclopedia of Literature and Criticism 2002-09-11
contains essays by approximately ninety scholars and critics in which they investigate various
aspects of english literary eras genres and works and includes bibliographies and suggestions
for further reading

Merriam-Webster's Encyclopedia of Literature 1995
describes authors works and literary terms from all eras and all parts of the world

Encyclopedia of Literature 1946
this is the first collection of surveys of the literature of the world preface volume 1

The Oxford Encyclopedia of British Literature 2006
a comprehensive reference presents over five hundred full essays on authors and a variety of
topics including censorship genre patronage and dictionaries

Encyclopedia of German Literature 2015-05-11
designed to provide english readers of german literature the opportunity to familiarize
themselves with both the established canon and newly emerging literatures that reflect the
concerns of women and ethnic minorities the encyclopedia of german literature includes more
than 500 entries on writers individual work and topics essential to an understanding of this
rich literary tradition drawing on the expertise of an international group of experts the
essays in the encyclopedia reflect developments of the latest scholarship in german literature
culture and history and society in addition to the essays author entries include biographies
and works lists and works entries provide information about first editions selected critical
editions and english language translations all entries conclude with a list of further
readings

The Encyclopedia of the Novel 2014-02-11
now available in a single volume paperback this advanced reference resource for the novel and
novel theory offers authoritative accounts of the history terminology and genre of the novel
in over 140 articles of 500 7 000 words entries explore the history and tradition of the novel
in different areas of the world formal elements of the novel story plot character narrator
technical aspects of the genre such as realism narrative structure and style subgenres
including the bildungsroman and the graphic novel theoretical problems such as definitions of
the novel book history and the novel s relationship to other arts and disciplines the
encyclopedia is arranged in a z format and features entries from an international cast of over
140 scholars overseen by an advisory board of 37 leading specialists in the field making this
the most authoritative reference resource available on the novel this essential reference now
available in an easy to use fully indexed single volume paperback will be a vital addition to
the libraries of literature students and scholars everywhere

Encyclopedia of Contemporary Writers and Their Works 2010
provides a comprehensive overview of the best writers and works of the current english
speaking literary world

The Reader's Encyclopedia of American Literature 1962
incorporates authors name biographies and titles of their works in one alphabetical listing
plot summaries also included covers u s and canadian literature

The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Literature 2004
this set treats the whole of american literature from the european discovery of america to the



present with entries in alphabetical order each of the 350 substantive essays is a major
interpretive contribution well known critics and scholars provide clear and vividly written
essays thatreflect the latest scholarship on a given topic as well as original thinking on the
part of the critic the encyclopedia is available in print and as an e reference text from
oxford s digital reference shelf at the core of the encyclopedia lie 250 essays on poets
playwrights essayists and novelists the most prominent figures such as whitman melville
faulkner frost morrison and so forth are treated at considerable length 10 000 words by top
flight critics less well known figures arediscussed in essays ranging from 2 000 to 5 000
words each essay examines the life of the author in the context of his or her times looking in
detail at key works and describing the arc of the writer s career these essays include an
assessment of the writer s current reputation with abibliography of major works by the writer
as well as a list of major critical and biographical works about the writer under discussion a
second key element of the project is the critical assessments of major american masterworks
such as moby dick song of myself walden the great gatsby the waste land their eyes were
watching god death of a salesmanr or beloved each of these essays offers a close reading of
the given work placing that work in its historical context and offering a range of
possibilities with regard to critical approach these fifty essays ranging from 2 000 to 5 000
words are simply and clearly enough written that an intelligent high school student should
easily understand them but sophisticatedenough that a college student or general reader in a
public library will find the essays both informative and stimulating the final major element
of this encyclopedia consists of fifty odd essays on literary movements periods or themes
pulling together a broad range of information and making interesting connections these essays
treat many of the same authors already discussed but in a different context they alsogather
into the fold authors who do not have an entire essay on their work so that zane grey for
example is discussed in an essay on western literature but does not have an essay to himself
in this way the project is truly encyclopedic in the conventional sense these essays aim
forcomprehensiveness without losing anything of the narrative force that makes them good
reading in their own right in a very real fashion the literature of the american people
reflects their deepest desires aspirations fears and fantasies the oxford encyclopedia of
american literature gathers a wide range of information that illumines the field itself and
clarifies many of its particulars

The Continuum Encyclopedia of American Literature 2005-09-01
more than ten years in the making this comprehensive single volume literary survey is for the
student scholar and general reader the continuum encyclopedia of american literature
represents a collaborative effort involving 300 contributors from across the us and canada
composed of more than 1 100 signed biographical critical entries this encyclopedia serves as
both guide and companion to the study and appreciation of american literature a special
feature is the topical article of which there are 70

Encyclopedia of Latin American Literature 1997-03-26
a comprehensive encyclopedic guide to the authors works and topics crucial to the literature
of central and south america and the caribbean the encyclopedia of latin american literature
includes over 400 entries written by experts in the field of latin american studies most
entries are of 1500 words but the encyclopedia also includes survey articles of up to 10 000
words on the literature of individual countries of the colonial period and of ethnic
minorities including the hispanic communities in the united states besides presenting and
illuminating the traditional canon the encyclopedia also stresses the contribution made by
women authors and by contemporary writers outstanding reference source outstanding reference
book

Encyclopedia of American Literature 2013-06
susan clair imbarrato carol berkin brett barney lisa paddock matthew j bruccoli george parker
anderson judith s

The Library of Choice Literature and Encyclopedia of Universal



Authorship 1894
children s literature continues to be one of the most rapidly expanding and exciting of
interdisciplinary academic studies of interest to anyone concerned with literature education
internationalism childhood or culture in general the second edition of peter hunt s
bestselling international companion encyclopedia of children s literature offers comprehensive
coverage of the subject across the world with substantial accessible articles by specialists
and world ranking experts almost everything is here from advanced theory to the latest
practice from bibliographical research to working with books and children with special needs
this edition has been expanded and includes over fifty new articles all of the other articles
have been updated substantially revised or rewritten or have revised bibliographies new topics
include postcolonialism comparative studies ancient texts contemporary children s rhymes and
folklore contemporary comics war horror series fiction film creative writing and crossover
literature the international section has been expanded to reflect world events and now
includes separate articles on countries such as the baltic states the czech and slovak
republics iran korea mexico and central america slovenia and taiwan

International Companion Encyclopedia of Children's Literature
2004-08-02
covers world authors from many periods and genres building an understanding of the various
contexts from the biographical to the literary to the historical in which literature can be
viewed identifies the significant literary devices and global themes that define a writer s
style and place the author in a larger literary tradition as chronicled and evaluated by
critics over time

Gale Contextual Encyclopedia of World Literature 2009
the concise encyclopedia includes all entries on topics and countries cited by many reviewers
as being among the best entries in the book entries on the 50 leading writers in latin america
from colonial times to the present and detailed articles on some 50 important works in this
literature those who read and studied in the english speaking world

Concise Encyclopedia of Latin American Literature 2014-01-14
publisher description

Encyclopedia of Literary Translation Into English: A-L 2000
the encyclopedia of the novel is the first reference book that focuses on the development of
the novel throughout the world entries on individual writers assess the place of that writer
within the development of the novel form explaining why and in exactly what ways that writer
is importnant similarly an entry on an individual novel discusses the importance of that novel
not only form analyzing the particular innovations that novel has introduced and the ways in
which it has influenced the subsequent course of the genre a wide range of topic entries
explore the history criticism theory production dissemination and reception of the novel a
very important component of the encyclopedia of the novel is its long surveys of development
of the novel in various regions of the world

Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies: A-J 2007
this reference work covers the classical transitional and modern periods editors and
contributors cover an international scope of arabic literature in many countries

Encyclopedia of the Novel 2014-04-08
the oxford encyclopedia of literary theory gives a comprehensive coverage of every aspect of
literary theory both traditional and contemporary around 180 full length essays written by a
wide range of experts and distinguished scholars explore the problems the concepts and the
methodologies that arise when we discuss literary texts they ask what systems of value go into



making this category separating literary from other kinds of text or other language games what
a text is what kinds of text there are and who decides what it means to read a text to
understand it literally to react to it emotionally to look for broader structures of meaning
to understand it in relation to the context in which it was written or the contexts in which
it was later understood who we are who read how reading relates to writing and who or what the
author of a text is and what authority they have over its reception what background
understandings shape our reading how we acquire a knowledge of the norms and conventions that
govern reading how our class or our gender or our ethnicity form our understanding and the
differences between our understandings and whether some readings can be said to be better than
others ranging across the analysis of formal concepts of the institutions that support the
production dissemination interpretation and valuation of literary texts of the identities of
the real and textual persons who interact in the study of texts and of the systematic
methodologies of literary interpretation and understanding the encyclopedia is the most
advanced and comprehensive collection of essays on literary theory ever published

Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature 1998
the most comprehensive reference work on african literature to date this book covers all the
key historical and cultural issues in the field the encyclopedia contains over 600 entries
covering criticism and theory african literature s development as a field of scholarship and
studies of established and lesser known writers and their texts while the greatest proportion
of literary work in africa has been a product of the twentieth century the encyclopedia also
covers the literature back to the earliest eras of story telling and oral transmission making
this a unique and valuable resource for those studying social sciences as well as humanities
this work includes cross references suggestions for further reading and a comprehensive index

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Literary Theory 2022
the wiley blackwell encyclopedia of literature part two set is comprised of the encyclopedia
of english renaissance literature edited by garrett a sulllivan jr alan stewart and the
encyclopedia of romantic literature edited by frederick burwick offering you a discount when
buying both titles together the wiley blackwell encyclopedia of literature is a comprehensive
reference resource comprising individual titles covering key literary genres periods and sub
disciplines also available in the collection are the encyclopedia of literary and cultural
theory the encyclopedia of the novel and the encyclopedia of twentieth century fiction
published as part one in december 2010 for more information on the complete collection see
literatureencyclopedia com

Encyclopedia of African Literature 2003-09-02
explore the vast world of literature with this comprehensive volume from ancient epics to
modern poetry this book covers it all perfect for scholars and casual readers alike this work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of English Literature, Part 2 Set
2012-01-24
portions of this book appeared in a somewhat modified form in the reader s encyclopedia of
american literature t y crowell 1962 and in benet s reader s encyclopedia 3d ed harper and row
1987 some 1 500 entries are new those that are not new have been revised and updated the scope
is american literature from the period of european exploration to the 1990s with emphasis on
the us but including extensive coverage of canada and latin america entries include writers
and writings literary groups and movements newspapers and other periodicals and literary terms
also within the alphabetical arrangement are broad historical and topical essays annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or



Encyclopedia Of Literature Vol I 2023-07-18
presents a reference on hispanic american literature providing profiles of hispanic american
writers and their works

The Library of Choice Literature and Encyclopedia of Universal
Authorship 1894
presents a reference on asian american literature providing profiles of asian american writers
and their works

Benét's Reader's Encyclopedia of American Literature 1991
documents the history and development of post colonial literatures in english together with
english and american literature and includes original research relating to the literatures of
some 50 countries and territories in more than 1 600 entries written by more than 600
internationally recognized scholars it explores the effect of the colonial and post colonial
experience on literatures in english worldwide

Encyclopedia of Hispanic-American Literature 2015-04-22
more than 500 alphabetically arranged entries by more than 200 expert contributors overview
the complex relationship between literature and politics

Encyclopedia of Asian-American Literature 2015-04-22
the encyclopedia of romantic literature is an authoritative reference work that covers british
artistic literary and intellectual movements between 1780 and 1830 within the context of
european transatlantic and colonial historical and cultural interaction written by an
international cast of leading and emerging scholars entries explore genre development in prose
poetry and drama of the romantic period key authors and their works and key themes

Encyclopedia of Post-Colonial Literatures in English
2004-11-30
an accessible one volume encyclopedia this addition to the literary movements series is a
comprehensive reference guide to the history and development of feminist literature from early
fairy tales to works by great women writers of today hundred

Encyclopedia of Literature and Politics: A-G 2005
the international companion encyclopedia answers these questions and provides comprehensive
coverage of children s literature from a wide range of perspectives over 80 substantial essays
by world experts include iona opie on the oral tradition gillian avery on family stories and
michael rosen on audio tv and other media the companion covers a broad range of topics from
the fairy tale to critical theory from the classics to comics structure the companion is
divided into five sections 1 theory and critical approaches 2 types and genres 3 the context
of children s literature 4 applications of children s literature 5 the world of children s
literature each essay is followed by references and suggestions for further reading the volume
is fully indexed

The Encyclopedia of Romantic Literature 2012
contains entries for authors titles national literatures themes and motifs in literature and
folklore

Encyclopedia of Feminist Literature 2014-05-14
the more than 600 entries supply a wealth of information on the people and works of the era as



well as background on specific concepts and topics important terms and ancient precursors to
medieval literature additional features include a bibliography chronology and list of writers
arranged by language of composition making this encyclopedia the ideal resource for anyone
interested in renaissance literature book jacket

International Companion Encyclopedia of Children's Literature
2003-09-02
this reference defines the rapidly emerging interdisciplinary field of literature and science
an introductory essay traces the history of the field its growing reputation and the current
state of research broad in scope the volume covers world literature from its beginnings to the
present and illuminates the role of science in literature and literary studies included are
more than 650 alphabetically arranged entries on topics themes writers scientists works
theories and methodologies a wide range of experts contributed entries each ending with a
brief bibliography the entire volume closes with a list of works for further reading book
jacket

Encyclopedia of Folklore and Literature 1998-09-02
a comprehensive reference examines the literary works writers and concepts of the ancient
world covering the beginnings to approximately 500 ce in ancient greece and rome to china
egypt japan india persia babylonia the hebrew world and more

Encyclopedia of Renaissance Literature 2006
contains entries for three hundred films providing the date of release the production company
and the director and screenwriter and discusses the plot

Encyclopedia of Literature and Science 2002-08-30
this four volume set covers american authors from many periods and genres building a broad
understanding of the various contexts from the biographical to the literary to the historical
in which literature can be viewed the gale contextual encyclopedia of american literature
allows a reader to analyze an authors work as a reflection of the heritage traditions and
experiences of the authors personal life and the beliefs events and lifestyles of the united
states at the time given such context as tarzan author edgar rice burroughs was interested in
eugenics the study of methods to improve the human gene pool and the same science that hitler
used to try to legitimize the holocaust known mostly for her portrayal of her mental health
issues sylvia plath was also a feminist writer who channeled her frustration as a woman with a
career during the conservative post world war ii society ralph waldo emerson was instrumental
in building an american culture of literature and arts distinct from the parent culture of
england and europe the nearly 500 entries also identify the significant literary devices and
global themes that define a writers style and place the author in a larger literary tradition
as chronicled and evaluated by critics over time for example kurt vonnegut jr repeatedly
featured characters in his fiction who fall into self doubt when they lose w

Encyclopedia of Ancient Literature 2008

Encyclopedia of World Literature in the 20th Century 1999

The Encyclopedia of Novels Into Film 1998-01

Gale Contextual Encyclopedia of American Literature 2009
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